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apparatus. %e also very much appreciated helpful
discussions with and suggestions from Dr. J. B.
Cumming, who called our attention to the method
used in correlating the data of this work.

APPENDIX

Since the relationship between energy and reduced
velocity, V„, is one which requires considerable arith-
metic, we have prepared Fig. 33 to permit ready con-
versions between these variables. Three double scales

are presented in Fig. 33; in each case the left-hand side
is logarithmic, while the right-hand side is linear. To
calculate V„ for an ion of kinetic energy E(MeV),
atomic number Z, and mass number A, And the
MeV/nucleon value under the E/2 scale of Fig. 33,
and read the value of 8.Next find the atomic number on
the scale marked Z, and read the corresponding
number C.

Finally read the value of V„on the third log scale
opposite the difference (8 C) o—n the linear scale.
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A process of positron annihilation without emission of radiation, radiationless or sero-gemstum annihilation,
has been investigated experimentally. A theory for this phenomenon has also been developed. The 300-keV
positrons were focused on a thin lead target by the use of a Siegbahn-Slatis intermediate-image spectrometer
mounted with Na" as a positron source. The shell electrons ejected from the lead foil were observed with a
lithium-drifted silicon detector mounted immediately behind the foil. We have observed a small peak in
the expected energy region of the electron spectrum. This has been attributed to the shell electrons ejected
from the lead foil. The e6ect of target thickness has been examined carefully as an important factor in-
Quencing our observations. Using the experimental data obtained, we have attempted to estimate the
total cross section of this annihilation process in lead. Our experimental result is 0 pt, i 0.8 O,g"0'4)&10 26 cm2
as a sum of those for E-E', K-L, E-M, and L-L pairs of shell electrons in a lead atom for 300-keV positrons.
The calculated cross section we obtained is a„l,=0.727X10 '6 cm'. Our experimental value is in agreement
with the calculated result within the experimental error. The present work has established the experimental
evidence for this mode of positron annihilation, and has furthered understanding of the process.

1. INTRODUCTION

T is well known that when a positron annihilates in
. „collision with an electron there exist two distinct
processes, i.e., annihilation by a free electron and by
an electron strongly bound in an atom. In the former
case, at least two photons are emitted because of the
conservation law of momentum, while in the latter
only a single-quantum annihilation can take place.
Many theoretical and experimental works on these two
types of the annihilation processes have so far been
published.

Based on the hole theory of the positron, the single-
quantum process can be interpreted as arising from a
radiative transition in which an electron bound in an
atom falls into a vacant level in the unoccupied con-
tinuous negative-energy state. In this case, as a com-
petitive process there may exist a third process by
which a positron annihilates without emission of radia-
tion. This mode of annihilation would occur when the
single-quantum annihilation takes place with one of
the E- or L-shell electrons and when simultaneously
the excess energy liberated, instead of being radiated

as a photon, is used to eject another shell electron from
the atom concerned. The annihilation by this process,
therefore, may be called radiationless annihilation or
sero-quantum annihilation. As is shown in Fig. I, the
energy relation between the incident positron, ejected
electron, and a pair of the shell electrons involved is
very simple. Let E and Es be the total energies (in-
cluding rest mass) of the two bound electrons concerned
in the atom before transition, and let E+ be that of an
incident positron; then the total energy E of the elec-
tron ejected as a result of the radiationless annihilation
is given by

E=E+.+E +Ep. —

It is noted that the 6gure and diagram shown in Fig. 1
are concerned with the process where the total energy
of a shell electron with which a positron annihilates
is denoted by a subscript n and that of another shell
electron before ejection is by a subscript p. Similar
figure and diagram are obtained by exchanging n for p
in the case where o, is for the electron to be ejected and
P is for the electron with which a positron annihilates.
Equation (1) is valid for both of these cases,
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from a positive-energy state to a negative-energy state,
giving up energy ko ——E —E or kp=E —Ep one of
the other atomic electrons is lifted from a bound state
to a free state, as shown in Fig. 1. The cross section
for this process can be written in the retarded form'

~(E.+E,+E+—E) g~~ ~dn,,E'E p
27I p+

-m, c2

E+
The matrix element A is given by

A=8 —C,
where

(3a)

Ze

FIa. 1. Diagram for the radiationless annihilation of a positron
and the figure illustrating the energy relation between an incident
positron and two shell electrons involved in this process.

In 1934 Brunings' first pointed out the possibility of
this mode of annihilation of the positron and estimated
the cross section in the case where the two electrons
concerned are both in the E shell of lead. Using non-
relativistic calculations involving a number of approxi-
mations, he has shown the cross section for lead to be
about 10 "cm' for the incident positrons, with kinetic
energy being 100—500 keV. More elaborate calculations
cf the cross section for this process were performed by
Massey and Burhop' in 1938 by treating various atomic
shells rigorously. Their calculations have shown that
the total cross section for pairs of electrons in a lead
atom would have a maximum value of between 1 and
1.5)& 10 "cm' for incident positrons with kinetic energy
of 300 kev.

To our knowledge, excepting our preliminary report'
in 196S, no experimental study on this phenomenon
has so far been published. Owing to such a rather small
cross section, to demonstrate this mode of annihilation
by experimental evidence an intense monoenergetic
positron beam and an energy-selective detector for the
ejected electrons are necessary.

In this paper we present essential details of our ex-
perimental research on the radiationless annihilation
of positrons in a thin lead foil using a monoenergetic
positron beam of 300 keV. Ke have also performed
the relativistic calculations of the cross section for this
process and compared the results with the experiment,
taking into account the repulsive inft. uence of the nu-
cleus, retardation effect, spin-spin interaction, and elec-
tron exchange.

dr&dr& 4'+ (r&)4-*(r2) (1—ai a2)

)&[exp(ik&)/E]P (r~)gp(r2), (3b)

~rldr24+ (rl)4 *(r') (1—ai a')

X[exp(i&R)/~]A(r&)P. (r2). (3c)

In these expressions g indicates the average over spin
directions of the positron and the sums over those of
the ejected electron and magnetic quantum numbers
of the atomic electrons concerned, b(E +Ea+E+—E )
is the usual 8 function, 0'~ and 0'2 are the Dirac matrices,
ko is the energy transfer in the transition, e is the charge
of an electron, and E. is the distance between r& and r2 ~

%e denote the energy-momentum vectors of the posi-
tron and ejected electron by (p+, iE+) and (p, iE ),
respectively. The wave functions in the matrix element
are solutions of the Dirac equation in the Coulomb
field of a nucleus: P (r) and P'(r) are for the bound
states, p+(r) is for the positron, and p (r) is for the
free electron.

The bound-state Coulomb-6eld wave function is
given by

(g.(~r) X."(r) )4.(r) =I
(f.(~) x-. ())

where the radial functions f„and g„are'

f„(Xr)= —E(1—W)'~'r~ —' exp( Xr) (a,+—a&r+a, r'),

(3a)

g„(Xr) =1V(1+W)'~'r& ' exp( —Xr) (co+c&r+c2r ) (Sb)

The angular part of Eq. (4) is expressed by'
G. THEORY

X.-(r) = PC(i'&; m —")~,= X, (6)
Radiationless annihilation is defined. as fo.lows: YVhen

an electron bound in an atom undergoes a transition
' J. Brunings, Physica 1, 996 (1934).
'EI. S. W. Massey and E. H. S. Burhop, Proc. Roy. Soc.

(London) A16'7, 53 (1938).' S. Shimizu, T. Mukoy™~~nd Y~ ~~~~yama, Phys. Letters
1T, 295 (1965).

where x' are the Pauli spinors, C(j&j2ja, m&m2) is the

4 M. E. Rose, Relativistic Electron Theory (John Wiley Bz Sons,
Inc. , New York, 1961),p. 179.

~ M. E. Rose, Elementary Theory of Angular Momentum (John
Wiley @ Sons, Inc. , New York, 1957), p. 152.
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Clebsch-Gordan coeKcient, F' (r) are the spherical
harmonics, »= ~ ( j+-', ) for j= l+ '„-and r is a unit
vector in the direction of j..

The continuum-state solution of the Dirac equation
for a Coulomb field is'

y (r) =4m. Q P.„(p, f)i' exp( i—8„')

(g (r) x "(r) )
xl I, (7)

K ~ X—K

where )is a'unit vector in the direction of the electron's
spin, the z sum runs over all nonzero integers, and
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FIG. 2. Experimental arrangement of a thin lead target and
lithium-drifted silicon junction detector in the p-ray spectrometer.
Positron trajectories are shown by 01 (distance from the axis) and
02 (vertical projection). (T) lead target, (D) silicon detector,
(I) insulator, (P) polepiece, (L) lead shield, (S) spiral baffle,
and (C) annular slit.

totic forms at large distance:

f.(r) -{-(W—1)/2W]"'(pr) ' sin(pr+B3), (10a)

X {exp( —ipr+iz) (y+iy) g.(r):{-(W+I)/2W]'"(pr) ' cos(pr+8„), (10b)

XF(y+1+iy, 2y+1, 2ipr) —c.c.}, (Sa) where

with

W+1 "'(2pr)' expLl(~y) j l ~(v+iy) l

2W 2pF (2y+ 1)

X {exp( —ipr+iq) (&+iy)

XF(y+1+iy, 2y+1, 2ipr)+c.c.}, (Sb)

8.=y ln(2pr) argI'(p—+iy)+q —-,'aery.

We now introduce the well-known expression for the
retardation factor:

exp(ikpR)
=iko gk4(kor&) j4(kor&) I'4"*(r3) ~4"(r2),

4n-R

and

( l
» lo —~2@2) 3'2 y=nZW/p,

exp(2iq) = —(» iy/W)—/(p+iy).

(-'f. (") x-.-(r))
xl I, (9)

t, g.'(r) x."(r) )
in which f„' and g„' are the same forms with the radial
functions for the electron but with the sign of Z re-
versed. The normalization of these continuum radial
functions is done by matching them with the asynip-

M. E. Rose, Phys. Rev. Sl, 484 (1937).

The positron wave function, which is chosen to repre-
sent asymptotically a distorted plane wave with an
ingoing spherical wave, is

P+(r) =4~ Q P. (p, —j)i'exp( —i8„')

where j& is the spherical Bessel function of order /, h& is
the spherical Hankel function of the first kind, and r&

is the greater and r& the lesser of rj and r2. Using the
above representations, Eqs. (4), (7), and (9) for the
electron and positron wave functions, and inserting
Eq. (11) into Eq. (3b), the matrix element becomes

8= —(4m)oeoko Q Q Qi ~'1+"~—
K]m1 K2tÃ2 lm

Xexpl i(~.,'+~.,') 3'..-.'(p+, —j2)&..-.*(I-, f 2)

(1)+u 7 (2)X {~ 33323334~323—22 +-"—31—3243 3312424—

(3)L u r (4)+~3122 4334~31323 +— 41 22 43 34~ 43—324— —

(5) u' I (6)+~ —K IK2—K3—K4~ K]K2l ~ —K1—KQ—K3K4~ KIK2L

323 44I2K21332l +~—41~24344IK1323 }2 (12)

where the subscript 1 refers to the incident positron,
2 to the ejected electron, 3 and 4 to the atomic elec-
trons concerned. The radial integrals I„K,~(" ~ ~ ~ I„,K, ~(8)
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the positrons, selected by using the spectrometer, was
fj.xed at 300 keV, near the maximum of the positron
spectrum of Na", to secure the highest possible beam
intensity. Our instrument has a spiral separation baRe
by which a very high electron-to-positron rejection
ratio of about 2&(10 ' can be achieved. By adjusting
properly the widths of an annular slit situated at the
midpoint of the instrument and of the other slit set in
front of the Na22 source, the momentum resolution and
over-all transmission of the spectrometer were made
to be about 1.8 and 4.0%, respectively, for the 300-keV
positrons. The focus of the positron beam on the thin
lead target was found to be about 6 mm diam. The
positrons hit the target at an angle of incidence of
about 60'.

A thin lead foil of 75.3 mg/cm2 was placed at the
focus point of the spectrometer as the target. This
thickness was chosen so as to be the product of sec60
times the thickness of the foil nearly equal to the range
of a 300-keV positron in lead, taking account of its
angle of incidence on the lead target. As shown in
I ig. 2, a lithium-drifted silicon junction detector was
mounted 1.0 mm behind the lead target as an energy-
selective detector for the shell electrons ejected from
the target by the annihilation process to be studied.
This p i eju-nc-tion detector of 8 mm diam, with an
i-layer of 2 mm thickness, was prepared by the au-
thors. ' The pulses from the detector were observed
with a 400-channel pulse-height analyzer. The spectra
of the resulting pulses from the detector mounted at
the focus point of the spectrometer, and then the spec-
tra from the same detector covered with a lead foil
whose thickness was equal to that of the lead target
used in the present work, were observed for various
deinite kinetic energies of the incident electrons. By
this procedure the energy resolution and peak-to-total
ratio for the incident monoenergetic electrons were re-
vealed as 4.3% and 0.60, respectively, for the presumed
kinetic energy of the ejected electrons from the lead
target by the radiationless annihilation for the E-E
pair.

The number of 300-keV positrons impinging upon a
lead target could be measured by this silicon detector
mounted at the focus point, because the effective in-
tensity of the Na" source was much weaker than we
expected, owing to the self-absorption in the residuum
contained in this source. The detection eKciency of
the detector for positrons of this energy, e„, was esti-
mated by comparing the counts with those measured
by a Geiger-Muller (GM) counter with an 8-rnm-diam
window made of 0.625-mg/cm'-thick rubber hydro-
chloride mounted at the focus point. In this case,
taking into consideration the resolving time of the
GM counter, another Na" source of lower intensity
was used. By a similar procedure but using a P~ source

7 S. Nishiu, T. Nakakado, Y. Nakayama, and S. Shimizu, Bull.
Inst. Chem. Res. , Kyoto Univ. 42, 319 (1964).

we could estimate also e„ i.e., the detection efficiency
for electrons with energies which would be expected
for the shell electrons ejected from the lead target pro-
duced by the process to be studied. Here, the detection
eKciencies of the GM counter with such a thin window
for these positrons and electrons were supposed to be
100%. A ratio e~/e, was thus estimated reasonably to
be 1.00+0.05.

Long-time operation of the apparatus was required
for observation of the electron spectrum of the ejected
shell electrons and therefore good stability of the whole
measuring system was essential. Stability of gains of
the detector and electronic system was checked before
and after each 12-h experimental run. The data were
printed out every 12 h and only the runs without
noticeable drift were summed as the 6nal result.

IV. EVALUATION OF EFFECT OF
TARGET THICKNESS

In the observed spectrum of the ejected electrons
from the lead target a peak due to the radiationless
annihilation process can be expected. However, this
peak would be smeared out owing to the effect of the
target thickness (75.3 mg/cm'), including degradation
of kinetic energies of incident positrons and ejected
electrons in the lead foil. I"or estimation of the number
of ejected electrons from the observed curve, consider-
ation of its reasonable proile is necessary, taking ac-
count of the eGect of the target thickness, energy
resolution of the solid detector, and the geometrical
arrangement of the target and detector. Since the rigor-
ous treatment of the problem is very difFicult, an ap-
proximate solution has been developed using theoretical
and experimental procedures based upon some appro-
priate assumptions.

Assumptions adopted to simplify the problem are as
follows: (1) The 300-keV positrons impinge upon the
central focus area (6 mm diam) of the lead foil at an
angle of incidence equal to 60'. (2) The target foil is so
thin that any appreciable angular deflection can be
neglected for the incident positrons in the target before
the annihilation and for the ejected electrons before
escaping from the target. (3) The angular distribution
of the ejected electrons from any pair of shell electrons
by this annihilation process is supposed to be approxi-
mately the same form as that expected for those from
the E-K pair. This angular distribution can be evalu-
ated by combining theoretically that of photons from
the single-quantum annihilation and that of photo-
electrons from the E shell of the atom concerned by
the photoelectric eGect of the above photons.

The geometry for detecting the ejected shell elec-
trons and the mathematical terms used in the present
calculations are shown schematically in I'ig. 3. The
incident positrons with kinetic energy of SO=300 keV
enter into the target foil at an angle of incidence of
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LEAD
TARGET

respectively, by

tanP = (b+x tann) /(u+ T—x), (17a)

tang= (b—x tann) /(a+ T—x) . (17b)

Since in the present case both T and x are very small
compared with a and b, we can write

= 60 tanP tanv b/a—= tanb. (18)
= 75.3 mg/cm2

(6.64 x IO mrn)
= I.O mm

Using this relation and Eq. (15), Eq. (16) becomes

DETECTOR

= 4.0rnm R(E")dE"=e
T Rp a+5

all electron pairs p p a—5

N(E, x)o(E)

rIG. 3. Schematic diagram illustrating terms used for
evaluation of the effect of the target thickness.

where e is the number of atoms per unit volume of the
target. The kinetic energy of the shell electron ejected
by this process can be given according to Eq. (1) by
E'=E+2moc' B Bq, where m—o is —the rest mass of
electron and 8 and Bp are binding energies of the shell
electrons involved. The ejected electron traverses a
distance (T x)/cos(0 n—) before e—scaping from the
foil, as shown in Fig. 3, where T is a thickness of the
target (T= 6.64)&10 ' mm) and 8 is the angle between
the direction of momentum of the incident positron
and that of the ejected electron. By K(E, E"; x, 0) we
denote the probability that this ejected electron with
initial energy E' escapes from the target and is de-
tected by the detector with energy between E" and
E"+dE".The number of electrons which escape from
the target and are detected by the detector of diameter
2b (8.0 mm), placed at a distance @=1.0 mm from
the target, can be expressed as

R(E")dE"=
T E0 a+8

E(E, E";x, 0)
all electron pairs p p a—y

XG(E, x) P(0) sin8 d0dEdxdE", (16)

where the summation is over all the pairs of shell
electrons involved and P(8) is the angular distribution
of the ejected electrons. From Fig. 3, P and y are given,

o.=60'. As these positrons penetrate into the foil their
energy and number decrease because of various inter-
actions with the target atoms, such as annihilation in
Aight and scattering. The number of positrons at a
distance x from the surface of the target can be ex-
pressed by a function N(E, x), where E is the kinetic
energy of the positrons at x. Let the total cross section
per atom for the radiationless annihilation of positrons
with kinetic energy E be a(E); then the rate of this
process for the positron energy between. E and E+dE
in a slab of width dx at x is given by

G(E, x) dEdx=N(E, x) eo(E) dEdx, (15)

)&X(E, E";x, 8) P(0) sin8 d8dEdxdE". (19)

R(E")dE" given by this expression represents the en-

ergy distribution of the ejected shell electrons detected
by the solid detector.

The positron spectrum N(E, x) in Eq. (19) can be
obtained by solving a space-dependent transport equa-
tion for positrons. It is, however, very difficult to solve
such an equation even numerically because of mathe-
matical complexities which arise from the boundary
conditions imposed by the experimental configuration
and from a variety of interactions that must be taken
into account. These include elastic and inelastic scatter-
ings, annihilation, and energy loss by radiation. For
this reason, we have attempted to find N(E, x) experi-
mentally by observing the energy spectrum of positrons
passed through targets of various thicknesses.

Using lead foils of thicknesses being 13.1, 26.7, 35.0,
51.6, 65.7, and 75.3 mg/cm', energy spectra of positrons
passed through these foils were measured for positrons
of incident energy of 300 keV by attaching them im-

mediately before the silicon detector mounted at the
focus of the P-ray spectrometer. Each positron spec-
trum thus obtained was considered to give an approxi-
mation to the energy spectrum of positrons inside the
lead target used at the corresponding thickness, ne-

glecting the difference in the boundary condition. By
this procedure we could evaluate N(E, x).

To estimate the electron detection probability
X(E, E"; x, 8) similar measurements with incident
electrons with diferent energies were performed by
replacing the Na" source by a P" source and using
the lead foils of thicknesses mentioned above. The
minimum energy of ejected electrons from this annihi-
lation process is easily obtained from Eq. (1) as 846
keV, corresponding to the case where the positron of
zero kinetic energy annihilates with the E-E pair,
while the maximum energy is 1290 keV, which corre-
sponds to the 300-keV positron and the I;I. pair.
Taking account of these values, 11 incident energies
of electrons were then chosen as E'; 846, 896, 946, 996,
1046, 1096, 1146, 1180, 1218, 1250, and 1290 keV.
From experimental data thus obtained, the electron
detection probability for 0=0, E(E, E"; T x, 0)—
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do, do„'" "'=dQ', dQ",

do, do„
dQ.

dQ, dQ„
(21)

This calculation is very difficult, because da, /dQ, and
do.„/dQ~ cannot be expressed simply as analytical forms.
Instead of the use of Eq. (21), known numerical values
of these differential cross sections' ' for discrete values
of 0, and e„were used as distribution functions, and
then values of 0, and e„were determined by generating
uniform pseudorandom numbers r~ and r2. The selec-
tion of a random azimuthal angle p„ from a uniform
distribution on the interval LO, 27r] was performed
using two random numbers r3 and r4 satisfying the
condition rP+r4'& 1, and a relation

cospu= ("3' «') /(r3'+r4 )

Using the numerical values of 0„0„,and y„obtained
by this procedure the value of cosO given by Eq. (20)
could be calculated. Since the detection geometry of
the present experiment is axially symmetric, P(8, p) is
independent of p. By applying the sampling technique
to this cosO the distribution function P(8) was obtained.
It is noted, however, that such a procedure to calcu-

W. R. Johnson, Phys. Rev. 159, 61 (1967).
R. H. Pratt, R. D. Levee, R. L. Pexton, and W. Aron, Phys.

Rev. 134, A898 (1964).

could be evaluated as a ratio of the number of electrons
detected in the channel corresponding to the kinetic
energy of E" to the total number of incident electrons
with kinetic energy E'. Since K(E, E"; x, 8) is a func-
tion of (T—x)/cos(8 —n), K(E, E"; x, 8) could be
easily evaluated from the experimental values of
K(E, E"; T x, 0)—using the Lagrange interpolation
and extrapolation formula for x and 0.

The angular distribution of the ejected shell elec-
trons, P(8) in Eq. (19), was evaluated, on the basis
of the assumption (3) mentioned above, by consider-
ing first the angular distribution of photons from the
single-quantum annihilation calculated by Johnson' and
then that of electrons from the photoelectric effect ob-
tained by Pratt et a/. ' When we note the direction of a
photon emission from the single-quantum annihilation
with respect to that of an incident positron is (8„&p,)
and the direction of a photoelectron with respect to
that of the above photon is (O~, p~), then the direction
of a photoelectron with respect to that of an incident
positron (8, y) can be given by the following relations:

cosO= cosO, cosO„+ sinO, sinO„cosy„,

cos(p —p, ) = (cosO„—cosO, cosO)/(sinO, sinO). (20)

Using the di6erential cross section for the single-quan-
tum annihilation, do, /dQ„and that for the photoelectric
effect, do.„/dQ~, satisfying the trigonometric relation-
ships (20), the probability that the bound electron be
emitted into a unit solid angle in the direction (8, p)
can be expressed as
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Fzo. 4. The expected spectrum of the ejected shell electrons,
which should be observed with the present experimental system.
The solid curve shows that obtained by taking account of the
effect of the target thickness. The dashed curve shows that ob-
tained when this effect is not taken into account. The dotted
curve is the presumed slope of the dashed peak representing the
total absorption peak of the ejected shell electrons when such an
effect can be neglected.

late the angular distribution of the ejected electrons
from the radiationless annihilation is only approximate,
because this mode of annihilation is a direct process
involving an incident positron and two shell electrons,
one of which is ejected with the excess energy liberated.

As the total cross section 0(E) in Kq. (19),. for the
E-E pair we used the values calculated by the method
mentioned in Sec. II (see Fig. 7). For other pairs of
shell electrons it was assumed that energy dependence
of the cross section is the same form as that for the
E-E pair. The normalization for the total cross sec-
tion for any of the other pairs was made at the positron
kinetic energy of 300 keV using the theoretical values
for o,ii...(300 keV) and ox x(300 keV) calculated in
Sec. II (see Table I). Then o,ti,„(E) for arbitrary
energy E is written as

O.g...(300 keV)
& th (E) Ox—x (E)

&rx x300 ke-V
(22)

&y the use of these experimental data of &(E, g)
and K(E, E"; x, 8), and of the calculated values of
P(8) and 0'(E), Eq. (19) for E(E") could be inte-
grated numerically using our electronic computer. "By
these complicated procedures the spectrum of the
ejected shell electrons detected was obtained, as shown

by the solid curve in Fig. 4. It is conceivable that this
spectrum may give the reasonable profile expected from
our observation of the spectrum, which is due to the
annihilation process with 300-keV incident positrons.

' Kyoto University Digital Computer KDC-II; commercial
name is HITAC-5020.
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following section.
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FxG. 5. Solid circles show the electron spectrum in the low-
energy region observed by the silicon detector. Open circles show
the background contributions from the strayed p rays and natural
background.

If the eGect of the target thickness is assumed to be
negligible, we get the following equation:

Go(x) doo= nNo~(Eo) seen dx, (23)

=eXOT seen o.(Eo)
all electron pairs

E(Eo, E"; 2", 8)P(8) sin8 d8dE". (24)

This expression gives the energy spectrum of the ejected
electrons when the effect of the target thickness is
neglected. The spectrum obtained by integrating Eq.
(24) numerically is shown by the dashed curve in
Fig. 4.

The discussion and results mentioned in this section
were taken into consideration when we estimated the

where Eo is the total number of positrons incident on
the target. This equation corresponds to Eq. (15) in
the case where the effect of the target thickness is
taken into account. The number of ejected shell elec-
trons entering the detector with kinetic energy between
E" and E"+dE" can be expressed by

~+0
Zo(E")dE"= g Go(~)

all electron pairs p cc—y

XE(Eo, E"; T, 8)P(8) sin8 d8dxdE"

V. RESULTS AND DESCUSSlON

The observed spectrum obtained is shown by solid
circles in Fig. 5. The relation of channel number versus
energy of electrons incident upon the lead target before
the silicon detector was calibrated using a P~ source.
An evident peak at about 420 keV can be attributed
to the E-shell photoelectrons from the lead target pro-
duced by 511-keV rays of the two-quantum annihila-
tion process. A shoulder in the vicinity of 500 keV
may be due to the contributions from the L-shell photo-
electrons by this process and partially from a sum
eGect of the E-shell photoelectrons and E x rays from
lead. The second shoulder in the vicinity of 600 keV
may be explained as due to pulses caused by the direct
interaction of 511-keV radiation with the silicon de-
tector and by a sum eGect of this radiation and E
x rays from lead. The observed spectrum in the higher
energy region may be understood as the eGects of y
rays resulting from the two-quantum annihilation in
fiight in lead. In order to evaluate the background
contributions from the strayed p rays and the natural
background, a series of measurements were performed
under a similar experimental arrangement, but with a
Na22 source covered by a Lucite plate of 8 mm thick-
ness so as to stop positrons. The background thus
observed is shown by open circles in Fig. 5.

With an aim to finding a peak due to the radiation-
less annihilation in lead in the vicinity of an expected
kinetic energy (1146 keV) of the E-shell electron
ejected by this process for the E-E pair, 12-h measure-
ments were carefully repeated many times in order to
get good counting statistics within our scope. The
total time of observation was about 400 h. In Fig. 6 is
shown the electron spectrum in this energy region ob-
tained after subtracting the strayed y-ray and natural
backgrounds. As shown in the figure, a small but evi-
dent peak is found in the region corresponding to the
energies of the ejected electrons. An arrow, noted by
1146 keV, shows the position of a channel number
corresponding to that for the peak observed when elec-
trons of this energy are focused on the lead target.
Hence, the kinetic energy of these electrons before
entering the detector is about 1.02 MeV, owing to
energy loss in the lead target foil.

In this energy region of the observed spectrum, in
addition to a contribution from the annihilation process
to be studied, there would exist three other possible
sources of contributions, as follows: (1) internal-conver-
sion electrons from a Na" source; (2) photoelectrons
and/or Compton recoil electrons ejected from the lead
target by the photons from the two-quantum annihila-
tion in flight in lead; (3) a similar contribution from
the single-quantum annihilation in lead. Since the con-
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FIG. 6. Observed peak of the shell electrons ejected from a thin
lead foil by the radiationless annihilation of 300-keV positrons. A
E-shell electron ejected by this process with another E-shell elec-
tron in a lead atom is expected to have a kinetic energy of 1146keV.

"Y.Nakayama and H. Hirata, Nucl. Phys. 40, 396 (1963}.
'~ H. A. Bethe, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A150, 129 (1935).

version coeKcient of the 1277-keV transition in Ne" is
very small, (6.77&0.45))&1M," and the electron-to-
positron rejection ratio of our spectrometer is also very
high (as mentioned in Sec. III), the possible contribu-
tion from the first cause can be neglected.

The maximum energy of photons created by the
two-quantum annihilation in flight for 300-keV incident
positrons is about 980 keV," hence the maximum en-

ergy of the E-shell photoelectrons becomes about 900
keV. A few electrons out of those produced by L-shell
photoelectric or Compton e6ect may have higher energy
than 900 keV. Reflecting on these facts and the ex-
pected spectra discussed in the preceding section, the
lower end of the peak in Fig. 6 is chosen to be at the
channel corresponding to 900-keV electrons detected.
Moreover, the experimental and background curves in
the igure in the energy range between 900 and 980 keV
are drawn so as to minimize contributions from these
electrons.

As a predominant source of the background in the
vicinity of the observed peak, the photoelectrons and
Compton recoil electrons from the target produced by
p rays from the single-quantum annihilation should be
estimated. The energy of the photon from this process
is given by

E„=E++Za

where E+ is the total energy of an incident positron
and E& is the total energy of the shell electron involved.
A contribution from the electrons ejected by the pho-
tons was estimated using the calculated cross section
for the single-quantum annihilation reported by John-
son et ul." under an assumption that all the photons
are created by this process at the source-side surface
of the lead target. A contribution from such a process
was found to be only about 10% of the observed counts
at the channel number denoted by an arrow in I'ig. 6
as the maximum evaluation. The background curve
shown by a dashed curve in this figure is drawn by
taking into account this estimation as well as the
characteristics of the detector.

The experimental curve shown in Fig. 6 is drawn
smoothly by combining the above facts and experi-
mental points obtained as well as the expected electron
spectrum evaluated in the preceding section. The
proile of the observed net peak thus obtained has no
shoulder and is somewhat different from the expected
one, Owing to the poor statistics of our measurement
no shoulder can be distinguished. However, the ob-
served peak shown in Fig. 6 is interpreted as being due
to the ejected shell electrons, including those from E,
I, and M shells, by the radiationless annihilation of
300-keV positrons in lead.

Making use of the experimental data obtained by
the present measurement, we have attempted to esti-
mate the cross section for this annihilation process in
lead. The cross section can be given by the following
expression:

(N,/e. )C,
IpGPC, (N~/e„)

(26)

"W. R. Johnson, D. J. Buss, and C. O. Carroll, Phys. Rev. 135,
A1232 (1964).

The symbols in the expression are as follows:

S,= the number of observed ejected shell electrons per
unit time;

E„=the number of 300-keV positrons incident on the
lead target per unit time;

e~——the effective number of lead atoms in the target
per unit area;

6=the geometrical eKciency of the silicon detector
for incident electrons from the lead target;

I'= the peak-to-total ratio for incident electrons with
the expected energy;

e„=the detection eKciency of the silicon detector for
incident 300-keV positrons;

e,=the same for ejected shell electrons;
C„=the correction factor for the effect of the 6nite

target thickness for incident positrons; and
C,= the same for ejected shell electrons.
E, was obtained by measuring the area of the peak

shown in I'ig. 6. e+ is easily determined for the lead
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foil of 75.3 mg/cm2 thickness. E„, I', and e„/c, were
estimated by the procedures described in Sec. III.

The geometrical eKciency G refers to the fraction of
shell electrons emitted from the target foil that is de-
tected by the solid detector. G must be calculated by
taking account of the present geometry of the circular
lead target foil (effective diameter is 6 mm) and the
circular silicon detector of 8 mm diam as well as the
angular distribution of the ejected shell electrons. Be-
cause this angular distribution P(8) is very compli-
cated, as shown in Sec. IV, the analytical calculation
of G is extremely difficult. Therefore, we applied the
Monte Carlo technique, which used random numbers
to give the point of origin of annihilation and direction

cosines using I'(0). The computer program ascertains
whether or not a line with the randomly selected direc-
tion, originating at the randomly chosen point on a
disk of the target foil, intersects a disk. representing
the detector. The calculated value of G thus obtained
is 0.538&0.005.

As to evaluation of a correction factor C./C„ for the
effect of the target thickness in Eq. (26), we had also
to pursue a rather complicated procedure. This correc-
tion factor C,/C„can be defined as a ratio of the num-
ber of detected electrons estimated from Eq. (24) to
that estimated from Eq. (19). Using Eqs. (19) and

(24), the analytical expression of C,/C~ can be ob-
tained as

C,

C„

POT sec+
all electron pairs

Em ax. T Eo a+5

Em ax

Emin
X(EO, E"; T, 0) I'(0) sin8 d0dE"

(27)

all electron pairs Emin p p n—8

1V (E, x) o (E)X(E, E";x, 8) I' (8) sin8 d8dEdxdE"

In the present work, since the lower limit of the ob-
served peak portion is chosen at 900 keV for the reason
mentioned before, this energy should be taken as E;„.
For E, we can adopt a value for the higher-energy
end of the expected spectrum given by Eq. (24), i.e.,
1400 keV, shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 4. The
value of C,/C„can be estimated by measuring a ratio
of areas under the curves of electron spectra shown in

Fig. 4, but limited within an energy range from 900
to 1400 keV. Moreover, it is noted that the integration
of E" in the numerator in Eq. (27) must be carried
out only for the peak portion of the electron spectrum
in this energy region. The lower-energy side of the
peak (dashed curve) is presumed as shown by the
dotted curve in Fig. 4. This peak is considered to be
the total absorption peak due to the ejected shell

electrons in the case where no eGect of the target
thickness is taken into account. The numerical value
of C./C„ thus estimated and used in the present work

is 1.4~0.1. The error given is evaluated only from the
counting statistics involved.

By inserting numerical values of the factors con-
cerned into the right-hand side of Eq. (26), we have
obtained the total cross section for the radiationless
annihilation of 300-keV positrons in lead as

tl=0 Sm 3~' X10 cm,

as a sum of those for E-E, E-L, E-M, and I;L pairs
of shell electrons. The error shown is mainly ascribed
to an uncertainty in the determination of E„caused
by the poor statistics of our measurements. For the
numerical value of the denominator of Eq. (27) for
C,/C~, we adopted the area under the solid curve be-

tween 900 and 1400 keV in Fig. 4. However, examining
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Fze. 7. Calculated cross section for the radiationless annihilation
of positrons by the E-E pair of shell electrons in a lead atom as a
function of kinetic energy of positron. Circles are the values
calculated by Massey and Burhop {Ref.2).

our observed spectrum of the ejected electrons shown
in Fig. 6, a value somewhat smaller than that which
we adopted may be more reasonable for the present
purpose. This means that a slightly larger value of
C,/C~ may give a closer approximation for this correc-
tion factor. The asymmetry of the error, larger "plus"
error, in our experimental cross section rejects this
fact. This value of the total cross section is about one-
third of our preliminary result' reported in 1965. This
is caused by more careful reexamining of the experi-
mental data as well as by introducing improved evalu-
ations of the geometrical eKciency of the detector, G.
In addition a correction factor C,/C~ has been used.
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This has been estimated by necessary measurements of
the positron and electron energy distribution in lead
foils based upon reasonable assumptions, as described
above.

Calculations to obtain the theoretical value of the
cross section for this process in lead were carried out
using the method described in Sec. II. Equation (2)
was programmed for our computer' for 82pb, for an
incident positron energy E+——1.587 (kinetic energy=
300 kev), and for the E, I, and M shells. Another
program was also written for 82Pb and the E shell,
but for various incident positron energies. In both
cases the sums over &1, K2, and l were terminated at

~
~&

~
=3,

~
~p

~

=5, and l=5. All other parameters were
determined in terms of

~

ar
~

through the selection rules
contained in the angular momentum coupling coefFi-

cients.
In I'ig. 7 is shown the calculated cross section for

the E-E pair of the shell electrons in a lead atom as a
function of the kinetic energy of the incident positron.
Our results agree well with earlier results given by
Massey and Burhop, ' which are represented by circles
in the figure.

In Table I are given the calculated cross sections for
diferent pairs of the shell electrons in a lead atom for
a positron having an incident energy of 300 keV. Ke
have not calculated the values for E-Mzz, Lz-M I, Lzz-Lz I,
and other pairs of the shell electrons, as these are
supposed to be considerably smaller as compared with
those given in Table I. In the last column is also given
our experimental result for comparison.

Both experimental and calculated results obtained
by the present work agree with each other within the
experimental error. The error inherent in the experi-
mental result is rather large, and our calculations are
based in part on some untested assumptions; neverthe-
less, the present work has provided the experimental
evidence of this mode of positron annihilation and as-
sisted comprehension of the process.

It should be noted here that we have also attempted
to observe this phenomenon by 300-keV incident posi-
trons using a thin tantalum foil of 89.5 mg/cm', but

TABLE I. Calculated values of cross sections for the radiationless
annihilation of 300-keV positrons for E-E, E-L, E-M, and L-L
pairs of shell electrons in lead, and comparison with an experi-
mental total cross section.

Shell electron
pair

Kinetic energy
of ejected shell

electrons
(l eV)

0'e x pt I&calo
(10 '6 cm2) (10 26 cm2}

E-E
X-Lz
IC-Lzz
&-Lzzz
E.-iVIII I-Lz
LI LII
Lz-Lzzz

1146.0
1218.1
1218.8
1221.0
1230.1
1290.2
1290.9
1293.1

0.322
0.117
0.085
0.080
0.028
0.016
0.037
0.042

total 0.727 0 8 +04

a Calculated by Eq. (1) using binding energies of Z-, Lz-, Lzz-, Lzzz-, and
Mz-shell electrons in lead being 88.0, 15.9, 15.2, 13.0, and 3.9 kev, respec-
tively [Nuclear Spectroscopy Tables, edited by A. H. Wapstra, G. J. Nijgh,
and R. van Lieshout (North-Holland Publishing Co. , Amsterdam, 1959)].

found no appreciable evidence. This fact may suggest
that Z dependence of the cross section would be larger
than Z'

Rejecting on the present work, it is hoped that a
further experimental study be made, using more elabo-
rate methods, a stronger positron beam, and thinner
targets, to provide additional information on this proc-
ess. Experimental and theoretical studies on the angular
distribution of the ejected shell electrons and the Z
dependence of the process would also be of great in-
terest.
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APPENDIX

From Eq. (2) the cross section p. can be written in the following form:

a=87re'E+E (p /p+) g Ikp'BB kpkp'(BC+BC)+—kp"CCI (1—pbp, p, ,),
KJK2l

where ko' is the energy transfer in the transition corresponding to the matrix element C and BB is

4 4 4 8

Z Z B'Alala2~ 1&lc2~ + Z Z t (~)B&B2 Ial& ll2clK2~ + (~)B9 BZal&2l Ill&2~
i 1 j 5

8 8

(A1)

+ Q Q (a)B,'B,'l„,„,)&'&I„,„,(&'&~. (A2)

In this expression (&) denotes a sign depending oni and j.B, is (4m-)Pl' times I'„,„,*(p+, —f,)P„~,*(p, fp)B„,„,„,„, —
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given in Eq. (12).8; and 8; are related by the substitutions

l+-+l, l&~33, /4~/4.

BC, BC, and CC can be given by the expressions similar to Eq. (A2).
In Eq. (A2) products of coeflicients of I.„,&&'&'s after summations over magnetic quantum numbers are given by

[jh[j3[jXj7[/X/3
8gg ([/31[/4][/83[/43) "'C(/~/s/' oo)

XC(/2E4l; oo) C(E~/3/; oo) C (/2/4/; oo) W(j gj3/&/3, E-', )

XW( j2 j4l2l4', /2) W(jqj 3/ls, l—,') W'( j2 j4l2/4, E~) 8&, &, (A3)

8;8/ = (—1)&'+'4+'+/6[ jz][j2$[js][j4)[lf ([/zg[/2)[/3)[/4)[/3/[/4$) '~'C(/z/3/; oo) C(l2l4l; oo) C(lzll&,' oo) C (l4ll2, oo)

1 l )
XW( jg jg/g/„ l,') W(j,j4-/, /4, /-,')& l3 4 j4 (A4)

8 8,'= (—1) '+'36[jg][j2][j37[j4][/g[/g([/g][/4][/3][/4]) C(/3//r, oo) C(E)ll2, oo) C(/3//r, oo) C. (l4ll2, oo)

X g [LgX l3

„j «.
J4 ' (A3)

where X(ubo; def; ghi) is the 9-j symbol and 8 8; is the same form as 8;8,'.
The angular coupling coefficients in BC' are expressed as

8'C9= (—1)'"'"'"'""'"[j~x2~3[JSX243[/~r/23([/33[/4r/SHC/43) "'

XC(/g/3/; oo) C(l2/4/; oo) C(E&L4l; oo) C(/&/zl; oo) W( jz j3/&/3, /2) W(j 2j 4l.l4, / —',) W( j&j4/z/4, l—,')

XW( jg jg/p/3, l,) W(j gj 3j4j p,-/l), (A6)

8'C'=( —1)'"' ""'6I jXjhl j3[jXG(DXQ[/3[/X/X«3)'"

XC(/x/3/; oo)C(E~/4/; oo)C(l4l/q, oo)C(lq//2, oo) W( jq j3/q/3, E~)W( j2jq/2/4, / —,') g [L]Xi l4

8.'C.'= ( 1) ii+is+is+i4+'+i+&36[ ja][g2$[g3][y4$[/g[/g([/3][/4/[/3/[/4$) '~

XC(/q//q, oo) C(/4//2, oo) C(/4/E~, oo) C(/3//q, oo)

X Z[L3[L'3& /3 4

s) (& I) (3
j4 'X /4

(L
X l3 js W(J&J&2422 LL) (AS)

The coeflicients for BC have the same forms as expressed by Eqs. (A6) —(AS).


